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Anyone who has previously enlisted a Ft Worth printers or DFW printers is well aware that there are
actually a lot of decisions to be made when ordering prints. Printing products are not like electronic
gadgets or furniture which can be ordered online, paid for, and delivered to your doorstep with
minimal fuss and contemplation. And for those who are new to the commercial printing trade and
wish to learn more about the alternatives you have to choose from, read on and find out.

Obivously, the first decision you have to make is to choose what type of printing product you want to
have commissioned. Among the typical choices are letterheads, hang tags, folders, note pads,
envelopes, business cards, and countless other printing products. Depending on your need,
whether for a formal occasion, a business transaction or whatever, you can choose whichever
among these things to be printed by the commercial printer. However, this is but the very first choice
and does not mean the end of the chain of decision-making.

Having chosen your desired printing product, you can now mix and match the different
specifications of your product. On this stage, the limit of your budget comes into play, and instant
pricing tools are a great boon in calculating the different possibilities. You may use these instant
pricing tools by specifying details such as the quantity, paper quality, turnaround time, printing type,
proof, and other such options and waiting for the estimated amount to be paid which will be given to
you by the instant pricing tool. Mixing and matching of different parameters is a good way to perfect
the specifications of your print job while keeping below the budget. Additional parameters which you
may have to choose are the finishing type, packaging type, hole drilling, and many other options.

Decisions regarding the design are next of course, and depending on whether or not you wish to
handle the designs yourself, you may opt for the assistance and the experience of your chose
commercial printing company. Colors, layouts, and level of detail are only some considerations to be
made during the design process, but this is not a thing to worry about as good commercial printers
are more than capable of determining what you want, what you need, and the best alternatives for
you.

The ones listed above are not the entirety of the questions, decisions, and choices that you will be
faced with when ordering prints from commercial printing company like Ft Worth printers or DFW
printers. In fact, there are still others like the trim of your prints, the number of prints in each batch,
and even small things like the type of wrapping to be used for your prints. Ordering prints may seem
like an endless sea of decisions, but it is actually quite easy once you get the hang of it. You can
even order directly online as offered by some commercial printers where you can make use of user-
friendly interfaces to make all of the above choices. Whatever you do, just remember always that
the key to good prints is in the details.
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